INTERDISCIPLINARY PH.D. IN OCCUPATION AND REHABILITATION SCIENCE

EQUINE ASSISTED ACTIVITIES & THERAPY

DOCTORAL FELLOWSHIP

A highly qualified candidate is being sought for a funded Ph.D. degree opportunity at Colorado State University

The interdisciplinary PhD program in Occupation and Rehabilitation Science focuses on the study of human performance and participation in everyday occupations and contexts across the lifespan. This mentored doctoral fellowship will support in-depth immersion of a doctoral student in the study of the efficacy of equine assisted activities and therapy in relationship to participation in everyday occupations. The fellowship represents a growing collaboration between two nationally renowned programs at Colorado State: Occupational Therapy and Equine Sciences.

CONTACT INFORMATION

Please direct inquiries to Dr. Wendy Wood:
Wendy.Wood@colostate.edu

For more information, including admissions requirements, visit:
www.ot.chhs.colostate.edu